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Abstract. Future 6G networks are envisioned to support very heterogeneous and extreme applications (known as verticals). Some
examples are further-enhanced mobile broadband communications, where bitrates could go above one terabit per second, or
extremely reliable and low-latency communications, whose end-to-end delay must be below one hundred microseconds. To achieve
that ultra-high Quality-of-Service, 6G networks are commonly provided with redundant resources and intelligent management
mechanisms to ensure that all devices get the expected performance. But this approach is not feasible or scalable for all verticals.
Specifically, in 6G scenarios, mobile devices are expected to have speeds greater than 500 kilometers per hour, and device density
will exceed ten million devices per square kilometer. In those verticals, resources cannot be redundant as, because of such a huge
number of devices, Quality-of-Service requirements are pushing the effective performance of technologies at physical level. And,
on the other hand, high-speed mobility prevents intelligent mechanisms to be useful, as devices move around and evolve faster
than the usual convergence time of those intelligent solutions. New technologies are needed to fill this unexplored gap. Therefore,
in this paper we propose a choreographed Quality-of-Service management solution, where 6G base stations predict the evolution
of verticals at real-time, and run a lightweight distributed optimization algorithm in advance, so they can manage the resource
consumption and ensure all devices get the required Quality-of-Service. Prediction mechanism includes mobility models (Markov,
Bayesian, etc.) and models for time-variant communication channels. Besides, a traffic prediction solution is also considered
to explore the achieved Quality-of-Service in advance. The optimization algorithm calculates an efficient resource distribution
according to the predicted future vertical situation, so devices achieve the expected Quality-of-Service according to the proposed
traffic models. An experimental validation based on simulation tools is also provided. Results show that the proposed approach
reduces up to 12% of the network resource consumption for a given Quality-of-Service.
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1. Introduction

Future 6G networks [1] are characterized by a
strengthened Quality-of-Service (QoS) [2], whose ob-
jective is to support a heterogeneous catalogue of new
applications and scenarios [3]. However, it is very com-
plicated to satisfy the needs of all those applications
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through a unified and homogeneous network architec-
ture [32]. In this context, 6G networks define “verti-
cals” [4]. 6G verticals are commercial niches where
providers cater to a particular target group, allocating
and isolating the required network resources, imple-
menting application-specific algorithms and configu-
rations and providing exactly the needed Quality-of-
Service [5].

Although some 6G verticals are well-known standard
applications, the main difference between 6G and other
previous mobile technologies [6] is its extension to very
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extreme scenario. Dense 6G verticals, those including
up to (or even more than) ten million devices per square
kilometer, with high-speed mobility requirements (with
speeds up to five hundred kilometers per hour), although
they are unexplored, are quite common. For example,
mass transportation systems (such as high-speed trains
or air traffic) match this description and are part of these
verticals.

Typically, solutions to achieve the expected QoS in
6G networks are based on the provision of redundant
network resources and intelligence management mech-
anisms [11]. But these solutions cannot be applied to
dense verticals, as they are not scalable and, besides,
cannot converge fast enough to a stable solution. Actu-
ally, as device density increases, redundant resources
must be significantly increased too, but they do not have
a direct impact on the provided QoS. Furthermore, in
some extremely dense verticals (i.e. those including
more than ten million devices per square kilometer), it
is not clear if enough redundant resources can be phys-
ically provided. On the other hand, intelligent mech-
anisms have a non-negligible convergence time [15].
But, for example, in long-distance and high-mobility
communications (LDHMC) [16] devices are expected
to move and evolve at speeds greater than five hun-
dred kilometer per hour. So, a stable network config-
uration can never be achieved as device distribution
evolves more quickly than QoS management intelligent
schemes can converge.

Then, innovative network and QoS management so-
lutions, addressing the pending open challenges and
adapted to those dense 6G verticals and LDHM require-
ments are needed.

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to develop a
new proactive choreographed Quality-of-Service man-
agement solution for dense 6G verticals with high-speed
mobility requirements. The proposed solution is based
on a lightweight optimization algorithm that can be op-
erated at real time, based on information generated in
advance (predicted) by base stations in a distributed and
collaborative way. The optimization objective will be
defined by a set of QoS indicators. The future value of
these indicators will be estimated using a probabilistic
network traffic model. The optimization algorithm is
fed with the estimate future state of devices within the
vertical. To obtain that estimation, the current mobility
state of devices is calculated using models for time-
variant communication channels and taking advantage
of ultra-directive antennas employed in 6G base sta-
tions. Additionally, the future mobility state of devices
is obtained using different lightweight models operating

at real time (Markov, Bayesian and conventional prob-
abilistic models), and a majority voting process to en-
sure the best estimation is considered. The optimization
algorithm calculates an efficient resource distribution
based on the predicted future vertical’s situation, so de-
vices achieve the expected Quality-of-Service accord-
ing to the proposed traffic models. Redundant resources
are needed, and mobile network is fully prevented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the state of the art on 6G mobility and
Quality-of-Service management solutions. Section 3
presents the proposed solution, including the optimiza-
tion algorithm and all required models. Section 4 de-
scribes the experimental evaluation; Section 5 discusses
the obtained results; and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. State of the art

In this section we analyze the state of the art on
Quality-of-Service and mobility management solutions
for 6G networks. Next subsections study those two
topics.

2.1. Optimum QoS management solutions in dense 6G
verticals

First, technologies at physical level have been re-
ported. In this approach, complex parametric models
for radio channel capacity (throughout) [20] or received
radio power [21] are proposed. But some of these mod-
els do not have closed-form expressions, so the only
feasible option to evaluate those models is through ex-
haustive simulations, which required very large pro-
cessing periods. That is totally incompatible with high-
speed mobility requirements. Some authors have pro-
posed employing neural networks, including adversar-
ial and/or generative networks [9], to deal with these
not closed-form expressions [22], but in many cases
the resulting numerical problems are nonconvex [23]
and then the convergence time for these artificial intel-
ligence approaches is too much higher than usual. So
high-speed mobility requirements are not met neither.

Intelligent solutions are also used at link or network
level [24]. Supervised learning is usually employed
at the lowest level, in controllers for channel estima-
tion [28] or interference management [29]. Unsuper-
vised learning, on the other hand, typically operates at
network level within node clustering algorithms [30]
and multipath tracking protocols [31]. However, in these
intelligent schemes, the Universal Approximation The-
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Table 1
State of the art in QoS and mobility management

References
Management

approach Supporting technology Comments

[20][21][22] QoS Optimization algorithms Large convergent and solving periods
[28][29][30][31] QoS Artificial intelligence Precision and convergence are not guaranteed
[17][35][36][55] QoS Traffic engineering Only able to optimize bitrate
[40][41][44] Mobility Lightweight handovers 6G dense verticals are not supported
[42][43] Mobility New network architectures 6G dense verticals are not supported
[45] Mobility Clustering Only able to optimize bitrate
[47] Mobility Goniometry Not all 6G dense verticals are supported
[48][49] Mobility No solution. Pending challenges Not all 6G dense verticals are supported
[50][51] Mobility Bayesian networks Large calculation delays in dense 6G verticals
[52][57] Mobility Markov chains Low precision

ory only guarantees the approximation errors tend to
zero as the calculation steps (and the number of neu-
rons, is applicable) go to infinite, just if the optimal
QoS distribution is a deterministic and continuous func-
tion [20]. But when high-speed mobility requirements
are considered, QoS is not deterministic, but proba-
bilistic. Intelligent solutions, then, tend to be unprecise
and non-convergent. Our proposal addresses this open
challenge.

Other solutions based on graph theory [19] and tra-
ditional traffic engineering mechanisms have also been
studied [33]. Mainly, queue management algorithms in-
cluding Markov models [17], queue theory [55], traffic
classification [35], self-adaptive approaches [14] and/or
congestion control [36] have been proposed. In gen-
eral, however, these ad hoc solutions are specifically
designed for a particular device density and speed. And,
more importantly, they are only able to optimize one
QoS indicator (usually throughput or communication
delay). But 6G verticals show multidimensional dy-
namic QoS requirements and restrictions that need a
more flexible and holistic approach to QoS manage-
ment. This work fills this gap.

Table 1 summarizes the main approaches for QoS
management in 6G networks reported in the state of the
art.

2.2. Mobility management solutions in 6G

Mobility management is one of the key challenges
in mobile communications systems. Traditional ap-
proaches to this area focus on mitigating the impact
of mobility on radio signals or network protocols [37].
But in dense 6G verticals, the impact of the large num-
ber of mobile devices moving around may be unpre-
dictable and may even cause the base stations to be-
come congested and collapse [38]. Then, mitigation is
not enough, and new proactive management techniques
are being studied and proposed.

Two basic approaches to mobility management in 6G
networks have been reported [39]: handover manage-
ment and location management.

Handover management techniques are focused on
reducing the required time to complete a handover. It
is the most time-consuming control process, as it re-
quires around fifty second to succeed, while (for ex-
ample) high-speed trains only need eleven seconds to
go through the coverage area of a standard base sta-
tion [40]. Smart signalization solutions have been pro-
posed at the physical level, where implicit (doppler)
information in radio signals is used to reduce the ex-
change of information between user devices and base
stations have been proposed [40]. Other mechanisms at
link level propose new protocols for 6G handovers with
a reduced number of messages to be exchanged [41].
Some of these schemes even enabling low-latency
communications [44]. Other solutions consisting of
innovative networks architectures have also been re-
ported. Schemes can be found where specific severs and
databases manage mobile devices [42] and solutions
where handovers are device-to-device with reduced net-
work intervention [43].

But those previous works present some disadvan-
tages. First, they focus on scenarios with a reduced or
standard device density. But in dense 6G verticals, the
handover processing delay is negligible compared to
the context update delay in base stations (which is not
optimized), so no real significant improvement can be
achieved through these methods.

Besides, those works are only able to improve one
QoS (delay), but not all verticals present hard restriction
with latency, and other indicators (bitrate, reliability,
etc.) may be relevant instead. Finally, most of these pro-
posals, networks cannot follow commercial or scientific
standards, which is undesired.

Some works specifically focused on dense 6G ver-
ticals can be found, but they are sparse and totally fo-
cused on increasing network throughput [45]. More
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general solutions are required, and, moreover, some
authors have warned that any realistic solution for 6G
dense verticals needs to consider QoS and resource
management together [46].

On the other hand, location management technolo-
gies aim to capture the devices’ location, so the net-
work can be optimally configured to that geographical
distribution. At the physical level, solutions have been
reported for base stations that work with millimetric
waves to adjust the radiated power to the number of
devices in their coverage area [47]. But the most com-
mon work in this area is focused on the non-terrestrial
segment [49]. Schemes are being investigated to ensure
that 6G networks can locate and follow moving ele-
ments such as planes or satellites [48] and guarantee
they are correctly served. Although reported proposals
are preliminary (focused on challenges, possible solu-
tions, etc.) and only prospective [49]. Anyway, these
mechanisms are very application-specific and cannot
be implemented in all 6G dense verticals.

Finally, some authors are exploring techniques to
predict the future location of mobile devices, so 6G
networks can prepare in advance to the future system
situation. Typical approaches to that problem are based
on Bayesian networks [50], which can be combined
with other technologies such as neural networks [51] to
improve the precision. These techniques have proven
to be successful, but too slow for high-speed mobility
scenarios. On the contrary, faster mechanisms based
(for example) on Markov chains [52,57] achieve much
lower precision.

Table 1 summarizes the main solution for mobility
management in 6G networks.

In this paper, we fill this gap, with a holistic ap-
proach to mobility, QoS, and resource management.
All these three dimensions are considered together. Be-
sides, to harmonize models with a good precision but
lightweight enough to operate at real-time in scenarios
with high-speed mobility restrictions, a choreographed
and collaborative calculation process is proposed.

3. A choreographed QoS management solution

In this Section, the proposed choreographed QoS
management solution is described. Figure 1 shows a
block and flow diagram for the proposed solution.

In general words, with this new technology, 6G net-
works can calculate the optimum device distribution
among existing base stations. Therefore, network re-
sources are allocated in such a way that all devices

Fig. 1. QoS management solution (block and flow diagram).

operate with the expected QoS, even under extreme
density and extreme mobility requirements. The pro-
posed solution (see Introduction) must be very scalable
(to allow very dense verticals) and require a reduced
computational effort (to allow extreme mobile devices).
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This new mechanism captures the current device trajec-
tory and speed using analog and numerical techniques
(which require a reduced computational cost) and uses
this information to predict its future position and data
exchange. With these predictions, the future optimum
network configuration can be deduced in advance. As
complex predictive methods are computationally heavy,
predictions are based on probability numerical models,
which are updated and aggregated in a decentralized
and unstructured but coherent (choreographed) way.

The proposed choreographed solution is the result
of exhaustive numerical investigations, where different
parameters and variants were analyzed. An iterative and
heuristic procedure was followed. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that mobility prediction
models and traffic engineering models are combined
and customized to define a QoS optimization problem.

The application scenario consists of a dense set of
mobile devices with high-speed mobility requirements.
To serve all these devices, the 6G network uses a spe-
cific vertical that includes a limited number of intercon-
nected base stations. Each one of these base stations is
provided with a mobility diagnosis module to capture
the current mobility state of devices. The mobility state
of any device is described using two different parame-
ters: speed and trajectory. Each of these parameters is
captured in the mobility diagnosis module using a spe-
cific algorithm. Both algorithms are executed in parallel
and at real-time.

The speed estimation procedure takes advantage of
the Doppler effect that appears in radio signals when
devices move at high speed. This estimation process
starts with a partial OFDM (Orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing) demodulation. With these partially
demodulated radio signals, we can create a new signal
containing the output of a randomly time-variant linear
radio channel within its phase. Through FM (Frequency
Modulation) receptors, this signal is transformed into a
set of linear equations which is solved using the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) minimization technique. The re-
sult of this process is the estimated speed of the devices.

On the other hand, the trajectory calculation algo-
rithm takes advantage of ultra-directive array anten-
nas in 6G base stations. 6G base station will be pro-
vided with Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) anten-
nas, which show very narrow orthogonal beams (or
modes). Differences in how radio signals are received
through each one of these beams can be used to calcu-
late the devices’ trajectory just employing an envelope
detector, a logarithmic amplifier and a trajectory extrac-
tion algorithm based on simple mathematical operations
and a linear equation numerical solver.

Using the captured devices’ mobility state, each base
station can perform a prediction about the future ge-
ographical distribution of devices across the vertical.
In order to guarantee that the proposed solution is
lightweight, efficient, and can operate at real time, but
at the same time is very precise, each base station em-
ploys a different prediction technique which are later
combined through a majority voting scheme. The move-
ment prediction module can implement three different
techniques (depending on the base station): Markov
models, Bayesian models or conventional probabilis-
tic models. These models are lightweight and the final
precision is greatly improved by combining all result-
ing predictions. In all these models, the geographical
area covered by the 6G vertical is divided into a square
reticulum, and the future distribution of devices across
this reticulum is predicted.

Different base stations may get different movement
predictions. First, because they are using different mod-
els and later because they could have obtained differ-
ent mobility states for devices. The final prediction is
obtained in a choreographed manner through a ma-
jority voting process. This technique chooses as final
movement prediction the one which maximizes the joint
probability of all partial predictions and current mobil-
ity state. In order to ensure good behavior or the major-
ity voting algorithm, in our solution, the network man-
agers should guarantee that all three prediction tech-
niques are represented in the vertical in an equivalent
proportion.

Finally, the movement prediction must be trans-
formed into specific network traffic parameters. To do
that, in the traffic modeling module, Markov models are
employed to calculate the expected traffic associated to
the predicted movement. As devices may behave in dif-
ferent ways, two different traffic Markov traffic models
are combined: discrete source models and fluid source
models. Models are aggregated to calculate the finally
raw and global predicted future traffic load within the
6G vertical.

Then, the QoS management module calculates how
to distribute all devices within the dense vertical among
the different available base stations, and how many re-
sources get each device, so all devices get the required
QoS, and base stations are not congested. To do that,
this module employs a bidimensional optimization so-
lution based on the K-means algorithm and the gradi-
ent descent optimization algorithm. These algorithms
need a target function to be optimized. The K-means
algorithm is in charge of optimizing the distribution of
devices among the different base stations and employs
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as target function a Euclidean distance. The gradient
descent optimization algorithm calculates the resources
to be assigned to each device, maximizing as a target
function the mean squared deviation of the received
QoS compared to the expected QoS.

Both optimization algorithms are connected through
a differential dynamic system describing the network
behavior, including the network congestion and the pro-
vided QoS for each one of the potential optimum distri-
butions. For each possible solution, this dynamic sys-
tem may be solved using numerical methods, to get the
expected network behavior.

Next subsections describe with details each one of
the introduced phases, algorithms, and modules.

3.1. Mobility diagnosis

A dense 6G vertical with high-speed mobility re-
quirements is composed of a set D of ND devices, di
Eq. (1). These devices are distributed across a geo-
graphic area,A. Besides, in this area, a set B of NB 6G
base stations bj Eq. (2) is deployed to cover the region
and serve all devices within the vertical.

D = {di i = 1, . . . , ND} (1)

B = {bj j = 1, . . . , NB} (2)

Every device di is communicating with the base sta-
tions through OFDM (Orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing) radio signals, si(t) Eq. (3). In these radio
signals, Xi

k are complex symbols obtained through a
channel coding or modulation (Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation -QAM-, Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
-QPSK-, etc.) applied to the original binary baseband
signal. Besides, f ic is the carrier frequency and Ti is
the OFDM symbol period. Finally, Ci represents the
number of subcarriers within the OFDM radio channels.
Both parameters C and T can only take specific values
described in the standards.

si(t) =

Ci−1∑
k=0

|Xi
k| · cos

(3)(
2π

[
f ic +

k

Ti

]
t+ arg{Xi

k}
)

Radio channels are usually linear and time-invariant,
but mobile devices with high speed induce a Doppler
frequency shift into the radio spectrum which cannot be
described with a time-invariant impulse response. Then,
under those conditions, radio channels are still linear
but randomly time-variant. Then, the OFDM output
signal of a time-variant radio channel yi(t) can be cal-

culated using an integral linear operator and the kernel
system function Ki

sys(t, µ) Eq. (4) [53]. Without loss
of generality, we can make a variable change Eq. (5),
so the kernel system function takes the form of a time-
variant impulse response in a sort of convolution sum
Eq. (6). Then, both variables (t and τ ) belong to the
time domain.

yi(t) =

∞∫
−∞

si(µ) ·Ki
sys(t, µ)dµ (4)

µ = t− τ (5)

yi(t) =

∞∫
−∞

si(t− τ) ·Ki
sys(t, t− τ)dτ

(6)

=

∞∫
−∞

si(t− τ) ·Qisys(t, τ)dτ

In our scenario, time-variant radio channels cause
two basic effects: a propagation delay (because of the
distance between every device and radio stations) and a
Doppler frequency shift because of the fast movement.
But this bidimensional kernel function belongs to the
time domain, whereas Doppler effects are much eas-
ier to describe in the frequency domain. Then we de-
scribe the kernel system function as the inverse Fourier
transform of a Delay-Doppler-Spread (DDS) function
Hi

DDS(τ, f) Eq. (7). In this DDS function, parameter τ
is used to describe the propagation delays, while pa-
rameter f is employed to represent the Doppler fre-
quency shift. Then, OFDM output signal may be finally
calculated through this DDS Eq. (8).

Qisys(t, τ) =

∞∫
−∞

HDDS(τ, f) · ej2πftdf (7)

yi(t) =

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

si(t− τ) ·Hi
DDS(τ, f)

(8)
· ej2πftdfdτ

As devices move at very high speed, radio signals
show multipath propagation (direct path, scattered paths
and reflected paths, mainly). In our model for the DDS
function, we assume P different paths. Besides, each
path r presents a different propagation delay tir, a dif-
ferent Doppler frequency shift f ir and a different atten-
uation αir. Delays and frequency shifts are considered
constant within each subcarrier, so they can be modeled
using the Dirac delta Eq. (9). So, finally, the OFDM
radio signal yi(t) actually received by base station can
be deducted Eq. (10).
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Fig. 2. Speed estimation: Block diagram.

HDDS(τ, f) =

P∑
r=1

αr · δ(τ − tr) · δ(f − fr) (9)

yi(t) =

P∑
r=1

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

si(t− τ) · αir · δ(τ − tir)

· δ(f − f ir) · ej2πftdfdτ

=

P∑
r=1

Ci−1∑
k=0

|Xi
k| · αi,kr

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

cos

(
2π

[
f ic +

k

Ti

]
(t− τ) + arg{Xi

k}
)

· δ(τ − ti,kr ) · δ(f − f i,kr ) · ej2πftdfdτ

=

P∑
r=1

Ci−1∑
k=0

|Xi
k| · αi,kr · cos

(
2π

[
f ic +

k

Ti

]
(t− ti,kr ) + arg{Xi

k}
)

· ej2πf
i,k
r t

=

P∑
r=1

Ci−1∑
k=0

|Xi
k| · αi,kr · cos

(
2π

[
f ic +

k

Ti

]

(t− ti,kr ) + arg{Xi
k}+ 2πf i,kr t

)
(10)

The first parameter to describe the current mobility
state of devices is speed vi(t). The mobility diagnosis
is repeated every Tmd seconds (measurement period).
This time must be short enough, so the devices’ speed
is constant. Besides, although elevated, the speed of
mobile devices is negligible compared to the propaga-
tion speed of radio signals in the atmosphere. Under
those conditions, the Doppler frequency shift is directly
proportional to the devices’ speed Eq. (11), being cr the
radio signal propagation speed along the path r. But,

in general, radio propagation media are isotropic, and
propagation speed for all of them can be replaced by the
light speed in the vacuum c, with an error lower than
0.03% Eq. (12).

f i,kr ≈ vi(n · Tmd)
cr

(
f ic +

k

Ti

)
(11)

n ∈ N

f i,kr = f i,kdoppler ≈
vi(n · Tmd)

c

(
f ic +

k

Ti

)
(12)

n ∈ N

In the base station, OFDM signals are processed with
a hybrid receptor mixing a partial OFDM demodulator
and an FM receptor (see Fig. 2).

First, signal yi(t) is demodulated and filtered as
in any standard OFDM receptor Eq. (13), to remove
the main carriers’ power from the radio signal. Filter
HOFDM(f) is a lowpass filter with cut frequency fcut,
which is consider an ideal filter in our model Eq. (14).
The resulting signal zi(t) is, later, introduced in a bank
of C FM receptors, each one tuned at the frequency of
one OFDM subcarrier, k

Ti
.

These receptors may be implemented using several
different techniques (filters and envelope detectors,
voltage-controlled oscillators, etc.), but (mathemati-
cally) all of them apply a differential operation over
the zki (t) signal’s phase Eq. (15). The output for each
subcarrier wki (t) is a continuous signal codifying the
Doppler frequency shift f i,kdoppler Eq. (16).

zi(t) = hOFDM(t) ∗ (yi(t) cos(2πf ict))

=

P∑
r=1

Ci−1∑
k=0

|Xi
k| · αi,kr · cos (13)

(
2π

k

Ti
(t− ti,kr ) + arg{Xi

k}+ 2πf i,kdopplert

)
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Fig. 3. Trajectory calculation: Block diagram.

HOFDM(f) =

{
1 f 6 fcut

0 otherwise
(14)

C

Ti
� fcut � 2f ic

wki (t) =
1

2π

d

dt
arg{zki (t)} =

1

2π

d

dt (15)(
2π

k

Ti
(t− ti,kr ) + arg{Xi

k}+ 2πf i,kr t

)
wki (t) =

k

Ti
+ f i,kdoppler (16)

Now, considering the relation between the Doppler
frequency shift and the devices’ speed, we can obtain a
linear Eq. (17) with only one unknown variable (the cur-
rent devices’ speed). But we obtain a similar equation
for each OFDM subcarrier, so we get a system of C lin-
ear equations with only one unknown variable Eq. (18).
The solution vni of the resulting equation system can
be calculated by minimizing the Mean Square Error
(MSE) Eq. (19) through iterative numerical methods.

wki (n · Tmd) =
k

Ti
+
vi(n · Tmd)

c (17)(
f ic +

k

Ti

)

w1
i (n · Tmd)
. . .

wki (n · Tmd)
. . .

wCi (n · Tmd)

 =



(
f ic + 1

Ti

)
1
c

. . .(
f ic + k

Ti

)
1
c

. . .(
f ic + C

Ti

)
1
c


(18)

vi(n · Tmd) +


1
Ti
. . .
k
Ti
. . .
C
Ti


vni = arg min

v (19){
C∑
k=1

(
wki −

(
k

Ti
+
v

c

(
f ic +

k

Ti

)))2
}

On the other hand, the same OFDM radio signal yi(t)
is received by 6G stations through ultra-directive an-
tennas. In 6G base stations, antennas are intended to
use Gaussian Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) radi-
ation patterns [34]. These patterns show several modes
(orthogonal gaussian beams). Each mode may, at the
same time, include several non-interfering sub-beams.
In that way, each mode may be tuned for a different
carrier frequency, while sub-beams are spatially dis-
tributed to cover the entire geographical area, A. In our
model, each mode in an OAM 6G antenna Gk(θ) is
composed for a set of MB gaussian sub-beams Gks(θ)
with a width of θB radians and separated θel radians in
azimuth Eq. (20), being θ the azimuth angle and G0 the
antenna’s gain. MB must be an even number.

Gk(θ) =

MB
2∑
s=1

Gks(θ) +

−1∑
s=−MB2

Gks(θ)

=

MB
2∑
s=1

G0 exp

{
−2.776

θ2B
(θ + s · θel)2

}
(20)

+

−1∑
s=−MB2

G0 exp

{
−2.776

θ2B
(θ + s · θel)2

}
The OAM antenna is, then, connected to a bank of

envelope detectors and logarithm amplifiers, so the de-
vices’ trajectory can be calculated (see Fig. 3). If we
exclude devices moving vertically (a very unusual situ-
ation), this trajectory (the movement direction) is rep-
resented by the reception azimuth angle θrxi . This angle
is embedded into the received signal yi(t) after going
through each sub-beam Eq. (21).

us,ki (t) = yki (t) ·Gks(θrxi ) (21)

Then, for each sub-beam, an envelope detector is
employed to get a new signal os,ki (t) that depends only
on the amplitude of signal us,ki (t) Eq. (22).

os,ki (t) =

P∑
r=1

|Xi
k| · αi,kr ·Gks(θrxi ) (22)
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Then, signals os,ki (t) are processed using a logarithm
amplifier, to get a new set of signals as,ki (t) depending
on the devices’ trajectory, θrxi Eq. (23), being Ai,k1 and
A2 real numbers.

as,ki (t) = log(os,ki ) = log

(
G0 ·

P∑
r=1

|Xi
k|· αi,kr

)

− 2.776

θ2B
(θrxi + s · θel)2 (23)

= Ai,k1 +A2 · (θrxi + s · θel)2

Finally, these signals as,ki (t) are combined in pairs
and subtracted one from each other Eq. (24). Given an
OAM antenna withMB sub-beams, the number of com-

binations is given by the combinatory number
(
MB

2

)
.

Where As1,s23 and As1,s24 are real numbers. If we as-
sume the diagnosis time Tmd is short enough to keep

the trajectory constant, then a set of
(
MB

2

)
linear

equations with only one unknown variable is obtained
Eq. (25). These equations are solved using numerical
method and the minimization of the MSE as target func-
tion, just as explained for the speed estimation pro-
cess Eq. (26). The resulting solution θni describes the
devices’ trajectory.

qs1,s2i (t) = as1,ki (t)− as2,ki (t) = A2 · (θrxi
+ s1 · θel)2 −A2 · (θrxi + s2 · θel)2 = 2A2

(s1 + s2)θelθ
rx
i +A2(s21 + s22)θ2el (24)

= As1,s23 · θrxi +As1,s24

∀s1, s2 ∈ [1,MB ]s1 6= s2

q1i (n · Tmd)
. . .

qmi (n · Tmd)
. . .

q

MB

2


i (n · Tmd)


=



A1
3

. . .
Am3
. . .

A

MB

2


3


θrxi

(25)

+



A1
4

. . .
Am4
. . .

A

MB

2


4


θni = arg min

θrxi

Fig. 4. Movement prediction: Rectangular grid.

MB

2

∑
m=1

(qmi − (Am3 θ
rx
i +Am4 ))2


(26)

3.2. Movement prediction

After the mobility diagnosis phase, every base sta-
tion is provided with a set of two parameters {vni , θni }
describing the mobility state of the i-th device. Besides,
each base station defines a regularMA ·NA rectangular
grid representing the 6G vertical’s geographical area
(see Fig. 4). Thus, the position of any device pi within
the vertical may be described using only two coordi-
nates Eq. (27). Hereinafter we are naming pi(n) the
position of the i-th device at time instant t = n · Tmd

pi = (mi
A, n

i
A)

(27)
mi
A ∈ [0,MA] niA ∈ [0, NA]

In the movement prediction phase, each base station
must calculate a prediction for the future position of
every device for which it obtained the mobility state.
To do that, each base station may implement a differ-
ent algorithm. Three possible algorithms are consid-
ered in our proposal: conventional probabilistic models,
Markov models and Bayesian models.

In the conventional probabilistic model, the future
device’s position pi(n+ 1) depends only on the cur-
rent mobility state {vni , θni } and position pi(n). In this
model we are only considering as possible future posi-
tions pji the ones in the locus Li Eq. (28). Basically, this
locus includes the ML points pji that could be achieved
by a mobile device with speed vni in Tmd second.
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Li = {pji j = 1, . . . ,ML}

= {(mj
A, n

j
A)

... (mj
A −m

i
A(n))2 (28)

− (njA − n
i
A(n))2 6 (vni Tmd)

2}

Within this locus, the most probable future locations
p
max±
i (n+ 1) are those which meet the movement

equations for a uniform rectilinear motion Eq. (29).

p
max±
i (n+ 1) = (m

max±
A , n

max±
A )

= (mi
A ± dvni Tmd · cos(θni )e, (29)

niA ± dvni Tmd · sin(θni )e)

Other future locations may be possible as well, as
the extracted current mobility state presents a certain
(relative) estimation error {εvi (n), εθi (n)}. This error
is the remaining MSE after minimizing it during the
equation solving process for the speed estimation (εvi )
and trajectory extraction (εθi ). But large errors are much
less probable than small errors. Therefore, we propose
the probability of future locations reduces according to
a logarithmic distribution Eq. (30) as they get further
from the most probable future locations pmax

i (n+ 1).

Plog[pji (n+ 1)] = Plog[λj ] =
−1

ln(1− ξ)
ξλj

λj
(30)

Parameter ξ is obtained as the geometric aver-
age of speed estimation and trajectory estimation er-
rors Eq. (31). Besides, λj is a numeric label (natu-
ral number) associated to each possible future location
pji (n+ 1). These labels are associated through a spe-
cific function Γ(pji ) based on the Euclidean distance
Eq. (32) and which associates bigger numbers to lo-
cations that are further from the most probable future
locations (so the probability decreases).

ξ =

√
εvi (n)2 + εθi (n)2

2
(31)

Γ(pji ) = λj = dmin(||pji − p
max+

i ||,

||pji − p
max−
i ||) + 1e = dmin((mj

A
(32)

−mmax−
A )2 + (njA − n

max−
A )2,

(mj
A −m

max+

A )2 + (njA − n
max+

A )2) + 1e

Finally, in order to ensure the aggregated probability
of all possible future locations pji is not higher than the
unit, it is necessary to normalize the output from the
logarithmic distribution Eq. (33).

P [pji (n+ 1)] =
Plog[pji ]∑ML

j=1 Plog[pji ]
(33)

Conventional probabilistic models require a low
computational power to be computed and meet the re-
quirements of ultra-dense verticals; however, are not
able to learn. Therefore, the prediction error remains
constant as time passes. On the other hand, the Bayesian
model can integrate an a posteriori correction process,
so the model is constantly improved.

The probability computed using the conventional
probabilistic model may be understood as a prior prob-
ability P−[pji (n)] Eq. (34), where C(pi(n), pi(n), vni ,
θni ) represents the conventional probabilistic model for
the given parameters.

P−[pji (n+ 1)] = C(pji (n+ 1), pi(n), vni ,
(34)

θni )

But a much more precise estimation is provided by
the posterior probability P+[pji (n)] Eq. (35). And this
probability can be easily obtained through previous
paths ρk employed by devices, and the Laplace’s defi-
nition of probability. First, probability P [vni , θ

n
i ] is un-

known, but it can be calculated using the probability
theory Eq. (36).

P+[pji (n+ 1)] =
P [vni , θ

n
i |p

j
i (n+ 1), pi(n)]

P [vni , θ
n
i ]

(35)
P−[pji (n+ 1)]

P [vni , θ
n
i ] =

ML∑
j=1

P [vni , θ
n
i |p

j
i (n+ 1), pi(n)]

(36)
· P−[pji (n+ 1)]

Additionally, the conditional probability P [vni , θ
n
i |p

j
i

(n+ 1), pi(n)] may be calculated using the locations
that made up the previous paths ρk and the associated
previous mobility states {vk,mi , θk,mi }, where δ[·] is the
Dirac’s delta Eq. (37).

P [vni , θ
n
i |p

j
i (n+ 1), pi(n)]

=

∑
k

∑
m δ[ηk,m + ||vni

−vk,mi ||+ ||θni − θ
k,m
i ||]∑

k

∑
m δ[ηk,m]

Being (37)

ηk,m = ||pji (n+ 1)− ρk(m)||+ ||pi(n)

− ρk(m− 1)||

Finally, the Markov model for movement prediction
is based on previous observations (locations and mobil-
ity states). While conventional probabilistic models and
Bayesian models are very fast to compute (faster than
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ultra-mobile devices), they may be not enough precise
when devices show unusual behavior.

In a latent (hidden) Markov model, we assume that
the i-th device may present MM different behaviors
βri Eq. (38). These behaviors, including their actual
number, are unknown and must be estimated.

The probability of the i-th device to be at the location
pi while showing the behavior βri at instant t = n ·Tmd,
and given all its previous locations pi(j) and behaviors
βi(j), is represented by the joint probability Eq. (39).

{βri r = 1, . . . ,MM} (38)

P [{pi(j), βi(j) j = 1, . . . , n}] (39)

In a Markov model, each location pi(n) only depends
on the current behavior βri (n) showed by the device.
And behavior βri (n) only depends on the previous be-
havior βri (n− 1). In those conditions, the join prob-
ability can be developed as a sequence of conditional
probabilities Eq. (40).

P [{pi(j), βi(j) j = 1, . . . , n}]

= P [βi(1)] · P [pi(1)|βi(1)]

n∏
j=2

(40)

P [pi(j)|βi(j)] · P [βi(j)|βi(j − 1)]

However, behaviors βri are not observable, so it is
not feasible to use them as independent variables. Then,
we can remove those parameters from the joint prob-
ability by aggregating the probability in those dimen-
sions Eq. (41). Finally, the probability of the i-th de-
vice to be at the future location pi(n+ 1) can be iden-
tified as the probability of the device to follow the path
{pi(1) . . . pi(n+ 1)} Eq. (42). γj,r represents the con-
ditional probability P [pi(j)|βri ], πr,l is the transition
probability P [βri |βli] so the i-th device show the behav-
ior βri at time t = j · Tmd when it showed the behavior
βli at time t = (j − 1) ·Tmd, which, in Markov models,
is independent of the specific value of j; and finally
ϕ1,r represents the probability P [βri ].

P [{pi(j) j = 1, . . . , n}]
(41)

=
∑

βri =βi(j)

∀r,j

P [{pi(j), βi(j) j = 1, . . . , n}]

P [pi(n+ 1)] = P [{pi(j) j = 1, . . . , n+ 1}]
(42)

=

MM∑
l=1

MM∑
r=1

ϕ1,r · πr,l ·
n+1∏
j=1

·γj,r

As behaviors are not observable, all these parameters
must be estimated from observable variables. In our

model, these observable variables are the mobility state
{vni , θni } and previous paths ρk employed by devices.

First, we are considering all behaviors have the
same probability, so ϕ1,r follows a uniform distribu-
tion Eq. (43). On the other hand, probabilities γj,r
and πr,l are not independent (as both depend on the
device behavior). We are estimating both using the
Laplace’s probability definition and previous paths ρk
Eqs (44) and (45). Function C(pi(j), pi(j − 1), vji , θ

j
i )

represents the conventional probabilistic model for the
given parameters.

ϕ1,r =
1

MM
(43)

πr,l =

∑n+1
j=2 γj,r · γj−1,l

n
(44)

γj,r =
1

MM∑
k

∑
m δ[||pi(j)− ρk(m)||

+ ||pi(j − 1)− ρk(m− 1)||]∑
k

∑
m δ[||pi(j − 1)− ρk(m)||]

(45)

· C(pi(j), pi(j − 1), vji , θ
j
i ) ·

MM∑
l=1

πr,l

As probabilities γj,r and πr,l are interdependent, an
infinite recalculation loop could be created. Thus, we
define a target objective, so this loop can finish. Typi-
cally, for Markov models the logarithmic likelihood, L
is employed Eq. (46).

L =

n+1∑
j=1

log(P [pi(j)]) (46)

Regarding parameter MM , it also has a variable
value, depending on the convergence of the logarithmic
likelihood Eq. (47), as usually proposed in the state of
the art [27].

MM = log(n+ 1) · (MM + 1 + n)MM
(47)

− 2 · L

Algorithm 1 shows the final calculation process of
the Markov mobility model.

Physical noise in the original radio signals si(t) can
affect the calculation of all these probabilities. Specif-
ically, the calculated most probable location p

max±
i ,

the conditional probability P [vni , θ
n
i |p

j
i (n+ 1), pi(n)]

and the Markov probability γj,r are the most sensitive
values to this noise, as they depend directly on the es-
timated speed vni and trajectory θni (see Section 3.1).
According to the Error Theory, noise (error) in these
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Algorithm 1: Markov movement prediction
Input Mobility state {vni , θni }

Previous paths ρk
Previous locations {pi(j) j = 1, . . . , n}

Output Probability of all future locations P [pi(n+ 1)]
for all locations pi(n+ 1) in the areaA do

Initialize MMπr,l and γj,r with random values
while L has not converged to a stable value do

Calculate ϕ1,r using Eq. (43)
Calculate γj,r using Eq. (45)
Calculate πr,l using Eq. (44)
Calculate P [pi(n+ 1)] using Eq. (42)
Calculate likelihood L using Eq. (46)
Calculate MM using Eq. (47)

end while
end for

variables is directly proportional to the estimation error
of the speed vni and trajectory θni . But, in a MSE prob-
lem, the estimation error can be reduced as much as
desired: it decreases linearly with the number of equa-
tions under consideration. Thus, a higher number of FM
receptors C and/or sub-beams MB can be employed to
compensate errors in the movement prediction, induced
by noise radio environments.

As different base stations are using different pre-
diction models and may get different results, the final
future vertical’s situation is obtained through a chore-
ographed majority voting algorithm. With the imple-
mentation of three different models, we ensure our pro-
posal can operate under very different requirements:
ultramobility, ultradensity, etc. But hereinafter all base
stations must agree in a common movement prediction
in a choreographed manner.

Being Pb[p
j
i (n)] the probability calculated by base

station b of the j-th location to be the location of the i-th
device at time t = n · Tmd, we can calculate the mean
probability among all base stations Pav[p

j
i (n)] Eq. (48)

and the associated MSE εi,jav Eq. (49). Then, in order to
ensure that the final probability P [pji (n)] only consid-
ers predictions coherent with the results obtained by the
majority of base stations, we are calculating a new mean
probability as final probability, but only considering
those predictions Pb[p

j
i (n)] that are closer to the origi-

nal mean Pav[p
j
i (n)] less than ath · εi,jav Eq. (50). Being

ath a free real parameter used to control the prediction
precision, and u(·) the Heaviside function.

Pav[p
j
i (n)] =

1

NB

NB∑
r=1

Pbr [p
j
i (n)] (48)

εi,jav =

√∑NB
r=1(Pav[p

j
i (n)]− Pbr [p

j
i (n)])2

NB
(49)

P [pji (n)] =
1∑NB

r=1 η
i,j
br

NB∑
r=1

Pbr [p
j
i (n)] · ηi,jbr

being
(50)

ηi,jbr = u(−|Pav[pji (n)]− Pbr [p
j
i (n)]|

+ ath · εi,jav)

3.3. Traffic modeling

In order to trigger a QoS management algorithm, it is
necessary to transform the predicted future location of
devices into a prediction of the future network load or
traffic. To do that, different models may be employed.
Depending on the behavior of each device, it could be
considered a fluid source or a discrete source.

In the proposed traffic model, devices may be in two
different states: ON state and OFF state. In the ON state,
devices transmit and receive data packets at a maximum
(peak) bitrate φmax

i (depends on the agreed QoS), while
in the OFF state no data packets are exchanged. In
the fluid source model, devices change their state at
any moment, while in discrete sources, they only can
do it at a discrete time steps. Devices may be fluid
or discrete sources depending on the user application
they are supporting, and that may change with time.
Applications with a traffic pattern based on packet burst
(such as web navigation) are discrete, while applications
based on packet flows (such as video streaming) are
continuous.

Regardless of the traffic model, the effective sustain-
able bitrate φefi required by the i-th device depends on
the probability of ON state Pi[ON ] Eq. (51).

φefi = φmax
i · Pi[ON ] (51)

On the other hand, the effective bitrate φefi is smaller
than the peak bitrate φmax

i . Then, base stations and
devices must be provided with a queue to handle this
excess traffic. This queue has a capacity of Ki bits,
organized in data packets with mean length Lip. Using
the standard queue theory and the traffic engineering
principles [4] it can be calculated the individual prior
loss factor `i Eq. (52) and the delay factor di Eq. (53)
associated with this queue and device.

`i =
1

Pi[ON ]
·
ηmax∑
r=

∣∣∣∣KiLip
∣∣∣∣

(
r − Ki

Lip

)(
ηmax

r

)

(1− Pi[ON ])ηmax−r · (Pi[ON ])r

(52)
being
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ηmax =
φmax
i

Lip
Tmd

di = exp

−φmax
i

φefi
·

Ki
Lip

Pi[ON ] · Tmd · φmax
i

(53)

·

(
1−Nbj · Pi[ON ] · φ

ef
i

φmax
i

)3
4
(
Nbj · Pi[ON ] · φ

ef
i

φmax
i

)
+ 1


Finally, in order to estimate the probability of ON

state Pi[ON ], as both models are considered to have the
same probability, we are calculating the mean of ON
state according to the discrete source model P di [ON ],
and the fluid source model P fi [ON ] Eq. (54).

Pi[ON ] =
1

2
(P di [ON ] + P fi [ON ]) (54)

Now, the discrete source model is characterized by
a transition matrix T id Eq. (55), where P is1,s2 is the
probability the i-th device to move from state s1 to state
s2. Those probabilities can be obtained from previous
observations and records σi(n) about the devices’ state
at different time instant t = n · Tmd Eq. (56).

And using the Markov theory, P di [ON ] may be ob-
tained Eq. (57).

T id =

(
P iOFF,OFF P

i
OFF,ON

P iON,OFF P iON,ON

)
(55)

P is1,s2 =

∑n
r=2 δ(σi(r − 1) == s1)
· δ(σi(r) == s2)

n (56)
s1, s2 ∈ {OFF,ON}

P di [ON ] =
1− P iOFF,OFF

2− P iOFF,OFF − P iON,ON
(57)

On the other hand, the transition matrix for a fluid
source T ic Eq. (58) is slightly different. In this case,
only two probabilities P is1 are needed, indicating the
probability of the i-th device to be in a certain state s1.
Those probabilities can be estimated exactly the same
as described for the discrete source model Eq. (59). So,
probability P fi [ON ] may be directly obtained Eq. (60).

T ic =

(
P iON −P iON
−P iOFF P

i
OFF

)
(58)

P is1 =

∑n
r=2 δ(σi(r) == s1)

n (59)
s1 ∈ {OFF,ON}

P fi [ON ] = P iON (60)

As devices can change their mobility state and/or
their traffic profile dynamically, it is important to ensure

all previous observations, records, and trajectories (in-
cluding parameters σi(n), vk,mi , θk,mi and ρk) represent
the current device behavior. To do that, we use a square
window function W [n] as deprecation mechanism to
remove historical data which is not representative any-
more Eq. (61).

W [n] =

{
1 if − Nwin

2 6 n 6 Nwin
2

0 otherwise
(61)

This is the easiest way to deprecate information, as
models do not have to be modified. But it requires hav-
ing a large enough number of data Nwin representing
the current device behavior. If that is not possible, other
window functions with continuous deprecation evolu-
tion should be used, such as the Hann window Eq. (62).
However, in that case, parameters σi(n), vk,mi , θk,mi
and ρk should be weighted by this new function every
time they are considered.

W [n] =
1

2

(
1− cos

[
2πn

Nwin − 1

])
(62)

3.4. QoS management

With all previously collected information, two final
decisions have to be made in order to optimize the pro-
vided QoS within the vertical: how devices are orga-
nized to be served by the different base stations and how
many resources (bitrate and reliability) are assigned to
every device.

The QoS received by the i-th device from base sta-
tion bj may be described using a dynamical system
Eq. (63), according to previous studies about TCP/IP
networks [26]. Generic abstract models are particular-
ized to QoS management in dense 6G verticals. Specif-
ically, mathematical methods Eqs (65)–(67) are pro-
vided to numerically compute all the required parame-
ters. Furthermore, a novel optimization stage Eqs (68)–
(70) is included to achieve the most efficient possible
network configuration.

φ̇i =
1

2
φ2iMφi

(
2

d2i · φi
− `i

)
i ∈ [1, Nbj ]j ∈]1, NB ]

(63)

ψ̇bj = λbj · Mψbj

 ∑
i∈[1,Nbj ]

φi − CT


j ∈ [1, NB ]

In this model, all variables depend on time, but this
dependency is not explicitly represented for simplicity.
Besides the total capacity provided by each base station
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is CT bits per second (it depends on the network con-
figuration). φi represents the real capacity (bitrate) re-
ceived by the i-th device, and ψbj represents the losses
at base station bj . On the other hand, parameter λbj
is a positive number employed to represent how long
the base station can maintain a congestion situation.
Finally, function Mx is a piecewise Eq. (64) aimed
to keep both parameters (bit rate and loss probability)
non-negative.

Mx(y) =

{
y if x > 0
max{0, y} if x 6 0

(64)

The aggregated bitrate φbj the base station provides
to all devices Nbj within its coverage area cannot be
higher than the available total capacity CT at long-
term Eq. (65). If that happened, structural losses would
appear; network devices would be totally congested,
packets would be rejected, and the 6G services would
be denied. Then, there is a restriction on the feasibly
values for the bitrate φi provided to mobiles devices
Eq. (65).

lim
t→∞

φbj (t) = lim
t→∞

 ∑
i∈[1,Nbj ]

φi(t)

 6 CT (65)

In those conditions, we must find the maximum
(peak) bitrate φmax

i that can be allowed to transmit to
mobile devices di at each time instant t = n ·Tmd. This
peak bitrate must be the higher possible value but meet
the condition to avoid structural packet losses Eq. (65)
and cause the minimum (non-structural) losses ψbj in
the base station bj . The proposed solution, then, must
optimize two parameters. To combine these two objec-
tives into a single optimization target, we propose as
optimization target ϑbj the combination of these two
values Eq. (66).

ϑbj =

(n+1)·Tmd∫
n·Tmd

(∑
i∈[1,Nbj ]

φi(t)

ψbj (t)

)
dt (66)

Now, it is possible to define the optimization prob-
lem to be solved Eq. (65). This problem may be solved
through different standard algorithms. In our proposal
we are using a gradient descent optimization algo-
rithm. Specifically, the Adagrad algorithm [25]. Al-
though other could be used as well.

φ∗i = arg max
φmax
i i∈[1,ND]

 ∑
j∈[1,NB ]

ϑbj

 (67)

At this point, it is only needed to calculate which
devices Nbj are served by base station bj in order to
solve the posed optimization problem Eq. (67).

Given a (squared) geographical area abj , within the
vertical’s area A, and covered by base station bj , the
probability P [Nbj ] of Nbj

devices to be in that area at the future time instant
t = (n+ 1) · Tmd can be calculated if we consider all
devices are fully independent Eq. (68).

P [Nbj ] =

Nbj∑
i=1

∑
pki ∈abj

P [pki (n+ 1)] (68)

In order to calculate the optimum values for Nbj we
use the K-means algorithm Eq. (69). Other unsuper-
vised techniques and strategies, such as nature-inspired
optimization algorithms [10] could also be employed.,
including, spiral dynamics [12] or spider monkey opti-
mization [13]. However, these techniques are charac-
terized by a slow convergence, which is not compat-
ible with LDHM requirements. On the other hand, in
the K-means algorithm, convergence is always guaran-
teed, and it is relatively fast to compute. In addition,
it scales easily to large datasets and clusters with dif-
ferent sizes and shapes. Therefore, it can be applied in
future extensive 6G networks, whose real structure is
now unknown.

Thus, the K-means algorithm obtains a solution N∗bj ,
so the number of users devices Nbj serviced by ev-
ery base station bj is the closest possible to the mean
number (the dispersion of values is minimized). The
result is a distribution as smooth as possible, and a ho-
mogeneous distribution of traffic load among all base
stations. Any valid solution may ensure all devices are
served by a base station Eq. (70).

N∗bj = arg min
Nbj j∈[1,NB ]

 ∑
j∈[1,NB ]

∥∥∥∥∥∥
NbjP

(69)

[Nbj ]−
1

NB

∑
j∈[1,NB ]

NbjP [Nbj ]

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
∑

j∈[1,NB ]

N∗bj = ND (70)

As the movement prediction was agreed among all
base stations in a choreographed manner, all base sta-
tions could solve the optimization problem in their own
and get the same solution. That highly reduces the ne-
gotiation processes and their associated delays.

Finally, to choose which specific devices di are
served by each base station bj , our solution employs the
standard scheme implemented in mobile networks (in-
cluding 6G), and the N∗bj closest devices will be served
by base station bj . Base stations can perform this action
employing their native protocols.
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4. Evaluation and discussion

In order to validate the proposed technology as a
valid solution for QoS management in dense 6G vertical
with high-mobility requirements, an experimental vali-
dation was conducted. The experiments were supported
by simulation scenarios, as real 6G hardware equipment
is not still available. Simulation tools have been shown
to be a valid experimental strategy before under similar
conditions [8].

To perform the experiments, the simulation scenario
was implemented and executed using MATLAB 2017a
software. Although MATLAB offers different program-
ming interfaces, we are using its native scripting lan-
guage to implement all the algorithms and the scenario.
We chose this platform because it enables parallel com-
puting in multicore machines (cluster), together with a
large catalog of numerical libraries and instruments.

All simulations were performed using a Linux archi-
tecture (Ubuntu 20.04 LTS) with the following hard-
ware characteristics: Dell R540 Rack 2U, 96 GB RAM,
two processors Intel Xeon Silver 4114 2.2G, HD 2TB
SATA 7,2K rpm.

The proposed solution was analyzed from two dif-
ferent points of view. A first set of experiments was de-
signed to analyze and test the mathematical properties
of the described technology, such as the optimization
error or the precision of the model. The second group of
experiments was designed to evaluate the performance
of the proposed technology in a real scenario and to
determine how it meets the initial requirements of 6G
networks. Those experiments include a study of the
processing delay or scalability.

The proposed simulation scenario represents a subur-
ban area with a low population and construction density
(i.e., a density of forty people per square kilometer) and
an extension of twenty square kilometers (this can be
considered a rural environment in some regions). The
location of the constructions will be organized accord-
ing to an orthogonal grid.

We are considering the atmosphere to have standard
conditions, so radio channels are affected by common
transmission losses plus those caused by vapor and
oxygen. MATLAB function gaspl was employed to
simulate the atmosphere and its power absorption.

In this scenario, nine 6G base stations are included.
Base stations are uniformly distributed across the entire
area under study. The working frequency for this 6G
vertical is 244–246 GHz (as envisioned for this new
technology) [18] and the transmission power 6G dBm.
All of those values are usual in envisioned 6G mo-

bile systems. OFDM radio spectrum, waveforms and
propagation models were provided by the MATLAB
5G toolbox. Through the nrDLCarrierConfig object we
customized the waveform to be compatible with future
6G networks. The appropriate Doppler effect was gen-
erated by parametrizing the waveform with the device
speed. Besides, functions such as nrSymbolDemodu-
late, or nrPolarDecode allowed us to demodulate and
decode signals. FM receptors were implemented using
the fmdemod function. The final speed and trajectory
estimations supported by a MSE minimization problem
was implemented through immse (MSE calculation)
and fmincon (minimization algorithm) functions.

All communication channels in the scenario followed
a probabilistic standard model, provided by MATLAB
libraries, and the Communications Toolbox, such as the
awgn function. Interferences, transmission errors and
dropped packets were randomly introduced according to
a Gaussian distribution whose parameters represent the
QoS provided to every mobile device at each moment
(see Section 3.4).

Various mobility models (Bayesian, Markov, and
standard) were uniformly represented and implemented
in three different base stations. Algorithms were imple-
mented using common MATLAB scripts, executed in
the MATLAB graphical environment. Differential equa-
tions in the traffic models were solved using the ode 45
solver, from the most classic MATLAB libraries. Initial
values were randomly generated. On the other hand,
the Adagrad algorithm for the QoS management model
was supported by the “Gradient Descent Optimization”
library (downloaded from the official online reposito-
ries). The geographical area under study is represented
by a square grid (see Section 3.2 and Fig. 4) with a
variable number of divisions (independent variable for
our experiments). Additionally, the measurement pe-
riod Tmd is also variable and employed to control some
experiments.

On the other hand, the device density in the area is
also variable, but limited to the expected densities in
6G verticals (10 million devices per square kilometer
at maximum). Additionally, the speed of every device
is also randomly established. The interval will range
from zero to a maximum speed that will vary as an
independent variable. In any case, this maximum speed
will never be above five hundred kilometers per hour
(the speed of bullet train, the fastest terrestrial vehicle).
Other aerial or spatial vehicles might achieve higher
speeds, but our model is bidimensional (see Section
3.2) and only suitable for terrestrial applications.

Regarding the trajectories of the devices, they were
defined as closed curves within the study area. Four
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Table 2
Configuration parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value
ND Variable θB 6◦

NB 9 G0 24 dBi
Ci∀i 3300 MA = NA Variable
Ti∀i 4.2 µs A 20 Km2

MB 8 Tmd Variable
fc 28 GHz CT Variable

basic kinds of trajectories were considered: ovals, spi-
rals, cycloids, and rhodoneas. Every device is randomly
provided with a different trajectory.

Finally, the QoS required for each device is also ran-
domly established. Bitrate demanded by each device
varied between 100 Mbps and 10 Gpbs. The reliability
must be, at least, equal to 99.999%. All these values are
consistent with the performance described for future
6G verticals [7].

Table 2 shows a summary of all the variables and
their value, according to previous descriptions.

All simulations represented an operation time of
seventy-two (72) hours. Each simulation was repeated
twelve times, and final results were obtained as the av-
erage of all partial results. To ensure the verisimilitude
of the results, any outlier simulation was discarded and
repeated. Until twelve valid simulations were accumu-
lated. Outliers were identified using “geometric crite-
ria”. Specifically, the Mahalanobis distance [54] was
used. Mahalanobis distances were later transformed
into probabilities. If the probability of the Mahalanobis
distance to be greater than the Chi-squared distribution
with equal degrees of freedom was greater than 0.95,
simulation was considered an outlier and was discarded.

4.1. Numerical analysis: Methodology

In order to analyze the behavior of the proposed tech-
nology from a numerical point of view, we need to
study the (global) error associated with the described
algorithms.

To do that, we designed three different experiments.
In the first experiment, the relative global optimization
error is measured, to discuss the mathematical conver-
gence of the proposed choreographed technology.

In the second experiment, the error associated with
the mobility diagnosis phase is captured and analyzed.
Finally, in the third experiment, the error associated
with the choreographed movement prediction phase is
studied.

Each one of these three experiments is, besides,
composed of two sub-experiments. In the first sub-

experiment, the system configuration (measurement pe-
riod and number of divisions in the grid) is considered
fixed. The evolution of error with the device density and
mobility (speed) within the vertical space is then ana-
lyzed. Later, in the second sub-experiment, the devices’
state (density and speed) is considered invariable, and
the evolution of errors is studied as the system configu-
ration (measurement period and number of divisions in
the grid) varies.

In order to capture this information, the proposed
algorithms were slightly modified to store the final er-
ror once the convergence was reached. The resulting
file is processed using the statistical tools of the MAT-
LAB suite. The final results are the average of all the
measures obtained for the same simulation setup.

4.2. Performance analysis: Methodology

The second phase of the experimental validation aims
to study how the proposed solution meets the character-
istics of dense 6G vertical with high-mobility require-
ments. To do that, two basic analyzes are needed.

On the one hand, the first experiment studies the pro-
cessing delay required by the proposed solution to con-
verge to an optimum network configuration. This delay
is essential, as it determines the maximum measure-
ment period we can consider, and, thus, the maximum
speed devices can show. This experiment is repeated
for different device densities and different numbers of
divisions in the geographical grid. From this study we
can conclude if the proposed solution is actually valid
for 6G verticals with high-mobility requirements of not.
To capture this time information, the MATLAB suite
saves processing time for each execution. Results are
the average of all measurements for the same simulation
setup.

On the other hand, the second experiment aims to
show how much the network resources can be opti-
mized through the proposed solution. To do that, the
required capacity CT to be provided to 6G base stations
in order to ensure all devices within the vertical get the
expected QoS is monitored. The experiment is repeated
for different device densities and numbers of divisions
in the geographical grid.

Furthermore, it is also studied how the proposed so-
lution performs compared to the state-of-the-art tech-
nologies. While intelligent mechanisms cannot operate
in dense verticals [31] (they never converge), traffic
engineering tools can be analyzed. Specifically, com-
parisons to the standard Fist In First Out (FIFO) [55]
queues are provided. This technique employs as main
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Fig. 5. Optimization error. First sub-experiment: Results.

parameters the order of connection to the base stations.
And can only optimize the provided bitrate. Thus, in
this second experiment only the bitrate is employed as
QoS parameter (so comparisons are significant).

5. Results

Figure 5 shows the relative global optimization error
(percentage) associated with the proposed solution for
different measurement periods and the number of divi-
sions in the grid. The maximum speed for devices was
500 kilometers per hour and the device density was five
million devices per square kilometer.

Two regions are clearly identified, creating a sigmoid-
like structure. We must note that Fig. 5 aims to highlight
these two different regions, making the transition look
abrupter than it really is (curves are smooth, with no dis-
continuity). The first region contains all values for the
measurement period below 32 seconds (approximately).
In this region, the error increases as the measurement
period increases because the number of possible target
locations for devices increases as they have more time to
move. Therefore, uncertainty increases and the quality
of the final optimization decreases. In any case, in this
first region, the optimization error shows, at maximum,
a value of 5%, which is consistent with the expected
performance of the Adagrad algorithm.

Additionally, also in this first region, simulations in
which a higher number of divisions in the grid is con-
sidered present lower optimization errors. Because the
proposed solution is discrete, as the number of divisions
increases, the granularity of the K-means algorithm to
find the optimum solution improves. Thus, errors go

Fig. 6. Optimization error. Second sub-experiment: Results.

down. Anyway, errors below 5% are consistent with
the expected performance from these optimization al-
gorithms. We can conclude that the system behavior in
this first region is good.

On the contrary, the convergence error for mea-
surement periods above 32 seconds is very high (be-
tween 50% and 60%) and no difference is observed
as the number of divisions, or the measurement pe-
riod, evolves. That’s because, for devices moving at
500 km/h, measurement periods above 32 seconds are
enough to go beyond the geographical limits of the area
under study or to change their location to any point
within the area with the same probability. In this situa-
tion, the optimization algorithms are fed with a problem
with several possible solutions, as the initial data are
not specific enough. The algorithms may then converge
to any possible solution (almost randomly). This second
region is not a useful working configuration and must
be avoided.

Now, Fig. 6 shows the results for the second sub-
experiment. The global optimization error is analyzed
for different densities and speeds of devices. The mea-
surement period was fixed at 1.5 seconds and the num-
ber of divisions within the grid was 25.

As explained above, for a given fixed measurement
period, as the device speed increases, the number of
possible target locations also increases. Therefore, un-
certainty and convergence error grow. Errors, anyway,
remain below 4%, which is consistent with the expected
performance of the Adagrad algorithm.

This performance is, moreover, better than other op-
timization solutions for 6G networks reported in the
literature. For example, resource optimization technolo-
gies based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algo-
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Fig. 7. Mobility diagnosis error. First sub-experiment: Results.

rithms, for interference mitigation in non-dense 6G ver-
ticals, report an error of around 1.8% for a device den-
sity of 100 devices per base station and device speeds
close to 500 km/s [56]. In our proposal, the device den-
sity is four magnitude orders superior, whereas the opti-
mization error is not even duplicated (it is around 3.2%
under similar circumstances). This enhanced scalabil-
ity is also significant for different speed values. For
example, in previous PSO-based solutions [56], opti-
mization error increases by approximately 1700% when
speed changes from 150 km/h to 500 km/h. While in the
proposed approach, the error only duplicates (again).

Besides, indeed, the convergence error increases as
the device density increases. That is also an expected
behavior, as optimization errors always increase as the
number of variables to be considered grows. In this
case, we can see the convergence error follows an expo-
nential law we could be also intuited in the first region
of Fig. 5. This exponential dependence is common in
descent optimization algorithms. In general, then, we
can conclude that the proposed optimization solution
shows a good behavior.

Figure 7 presents the estimation error associated with
the mobility diagnosis phase for different measurement
periods. In this case, the number of divisions in the grid
does not affect the results, as the grid is not part of the
algorithm. We present the error in the speed estima-
tion process and the trajectory calculation algorithm
separately.

Qualitatively, all errors have the same behavior, al-
though quantitatively the trajectory calculation is much
more precise.

For small measurement periods, radio signals are ac-
quired for short periods too, and results are weak against

Fig. 8. Mobility diagnosis error. Second sub-experiment: Results.

some phenomena such as interferences, power absorp-
tion in the atmosphere, etc. which show up as fast and
short bursts, but which can be relevant in short period.
Then, errors then to be variable and almost random. As
the measurement period increases, the impact of these
phenomena is lower, and errors become stable. As tra-
jectory estimation requires a much simpler processing,
errors tend to be also lower. Thus, globally, the error
in the mobility diagnosis phase is mainly caused by
the speed estimation algorithm. The error, in any case,
remains in the range of 3%, which is acceptable for a
good optimization technology. Although the mobility
diagnosis phase could benefit from large measurement
periods, as this error is much lower than others (see
Figs 5 and 9), it is preferable to reduce the measurement
period and increase the estimation error in the speed
estimation and reduce other errors in the system.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the estimation er-
ror in the mobility diagnosis phase for different device
densities and speeds. In this case, the error increases
slowly but exponentially with the density and speed
of the devices. The error is always below 2%, so the
solution behaves well. But, as devices increase their
speed and more devices are within the same area, com-
plex effects in the radio spectrum may appear, such as
interferences or frequency mixing. Those effects gen-
erate noise that, finally, affects the estimation process.
This error can be reduced if the number of equations in
the MSE minimization problems increases. But in that
case, the processing delay would also be higher. Under
any circumstances, a balance between precision and
calculation delay must be achieved (so requirements of
6G dense vertical are met).

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the relative global prediction
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Fig. 9. Movement prediction error. First sub-experiment: Results.

error associated with the proposed movement predic-
tion model for different measurement periods and the
number of divisions on the grid.

As can be seen, the evolution is similar to the one
shown in Fig. 5. Although in this case, errors are sig-
nificantly higher. Two regions are also observed in the
graphic and explanations about the appearance of these
two regions are identical to the one given before (Fig. 5).
Once the measurement period is big enough so devices
could move around the entire area under study, all loca-
tions, are possible future locations and errors increase.
This region has no good behavior and it is not a valid
working configuration. In the valid working region,
the error may reach 10%, still a good value but higher
than the ones obtained in previous analyses. So, it is
preferred to choose the configuration that reduces this
estimation error, rather than other errors such as the
estimation error in the mobility diagnosis phase.

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the prediction error
for different densities and speeds of devices. As said
above (Fig. 6), for a given fixed measurement period, as
the device speed increases, the number of possible tar-
get locations also increases. So, uncertainty and conver-
gence error increase (as also shown in Fig. 10). In this
case, however, the prediction error increases (almost)
linearly with the device density. In general, movement
prediction for each device is independent (so the de-
vice density does not affect), but when all independent
predictions are aggregated, errors are also accumulated.
Anyway, the errors are low (below 3%) and the chore-
ographed movement prediction algorithm shows good
behavior.

Compared to other traditional movement predic-
tion techniques, based on standalone Markov models,

Fig. 10. Prediction error. Second sub-experiment: Results.

prediction error is much lower. In previous proposals
where simple Markov chains are employed [52] predic-
tion error is always above 20%. This error can be re-
duced when enough historical data are considered, and
more elaborate Hidden Markov Models are used [56].
In those cases, long-term reported prediction error is
around 10%, but for some very specific configurations,
can reduce up to 3.5%. Thus, in the worst case, the pro-
posed solution improves the performance of previously
reported mechanisms in the literature, at least around
15%. Other techniques, based on artificial intelligence,
show better performance [51]. But they require large
processing delays, so can not operate under high mo-
bility conditions (and they are not a valid approach for
6G dense verticals).

On the other hand, once proved the proposed solution
has a good mathematical behavior, it is essential to
analyze the performance of the proposed solution.

First, Fig. 11 shows the processing delay required by
the proposed management solution for different device
densities and numbers of divisions in the geographical
grid. As can be seen (the vertical axis is logarithmic),
the processing delay evolves slowly but linearly as the
device density increases. That was expected as mobility
diagnosis and movement prediction must be performed
for every single device within the vertical range. But
because the proposed solution is choreographed, not all
base stations must analyze all devices, but only those
within their coverage area. Then, the rate of increase
is slower in the processing delay than in the number of
devices deployed in the dense vertical.

However, the impact of the number of divisions in
the geographical grid is more relevant. As the proposed
solution analyzes several times every possible location
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Fig. 11. Experimental results: Processing delay.

within the grid, the processing delay increases quickly
when the number of divisions in the grid increases. But
even for 150 divisions (a large number considering we
are only analyzing 20 square kilometers and devices
show ultra-high speed), the processing delay is still
around 4 seconds. Considering that the measurement
period must be, for sure, lower than the processing delay
and higher than the time needed for a device to cross
the entire area under study, the proposed solution is
still useful in verticals with an effective area of only
one square kilometer and devices moving 500 km/h.
Considering the coverage areas in 6G networks (only
one base station may cover up to twenty kilometers),
these values are good results. These results then confirm
that the proposed approach is actually valid for dense
6G vertical with high-speed requirements.

Finally, Fig. 12 shows the management and optimiza-
tion capacity of the proposed technology. Results are
normalized to amplify the differences between the dif-
ferent configurations. Results are shown for different
device densities and numbers of divisions in the geo-
graphical grid. Furthermore, results are compared to
state-of-the-art technologies (FIFO queues [55]).

Although intelligent approaches are even unable to
converge in 6G dense scenarios [31] (and they do not
generate any valid result), FIFO queues [55] might be
implemented in 6G verticals. But, as can be seen, for all
network configurations and device densities, the pro-
posed solution is able to optimize QoS better than this
previous and traditional approach. In fact, the resource
consumption required to achieve a given QoS reduces
(on average) 12% compared to state-of-the-art technolo-
gies. However, as device density increases, this differ-
ence increases and reaches up to 40%. In general, FIFO

Fig. 12. Experimental results: Management and optimization capacity.

queues are very efficient in scenarios where the prob-
ability of congestion and/or lack of network resources
is a very improbable situation (such, for example, in
traditional telephone networks). But as the density of
the verticals increases, congestion becomes more prob-
able. Our proposed solution fights against this situation
through several prediction and optimization stages: re-
ducing resource consumption and increasing the real
efficiency. Thus, the evolution is exponential but slow.
However, traditional FIFO queues can only address this
problem by increasing the network resources. Because
of that, exponential growth is very fast, and it is more
relevant as the device density is higher.

Differences between different configurations (num-
ber of divisions) of the proposed management technol-
ogy are less significant and only achieve 10% when
larger numbers of divisions (150) are considered. For
these large values, since the optimization algorithms
are more precise, a better distribution of resources and
a more efficient QoS management are expected. The
required resources increase exponentially as the device
increases, but that is the expected behavior in mobile
networks. Management and optimization solutions are
only aimed at reducing the increasing rate, as shown in
Fig. 12.

It is also interesting to analyze the left side of Fig. 12.
As can be seen, for sparse networks (low device den-
sity), differences between the traditional approaches
(FIFO queues) and the proposed solution are not as rel-
evant as in 6G dense verticals. In that context, the bene-
fit of this new mechanism might not be worth the com-
putational overhead introduced. And common schemes
would be enough. Then, future 6G network should in-
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clude mechanisms to adapt its behavior to the vertical
density at each moment.

Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed solu-
tion allows for an efficient QoS management in dense
6G verticals with high mobility requirements.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a choreographed QoS man-
agement solution, where 6G base stations predict the
evolution of verticals at real-time, and run a lightweight
choreographed optimization algorithm in advance, so
they can manage the resource consumption and ensure
all devices get the required QoS. Prediction mechanism
includes mobility models (Markov, Bayesian, etc.) and
models for time-variant communication channels. In
addition, a traffic prediction solution is also considered
to explore the QoS achieved in advance. The optimiza-
tion algorithm calculates an efficient resource distribu-
tion based on the predicted future vertical situation pre-
dicted, so devices achieve the expected QoS according
to the proposed traffic models.

The results of the experimental validation showed
that the proposed solution has a good mathematical be-
havior, where the optimization errors are 4%. Addi-
tionally, the solution has a limited computational cost,
and it is able to work even in verticals with an effective
area of only one square kilometer and devices moving
500 km/h. Finally, the solution optimizes and manages
QoS efficiently and reduces up to 12% (sustainable) of
the resource consumption compared to common tradi-
tional approaches.

Future work will analyze the performance of the so-
lutions with devices with free movement (not only with
closed curves). Additionally, scenarios with devices
densities beyond extreme will be considered. And stud-
ies about the verisimilitude of simulations will be pro-
vided. Moreover, enhanced simulation methods will be
considered too, such as techniques based on the max-
imum verisimilitude algorithm. So, results more stati-
cally significant can be obtained. In addition, the perfor-
mance of the solution in real distributed machines will
be studied. Additionally, the impact of new radio signal
control technologies, such as reconfigurable intelligent
surfaces, will be considered. Finally, other unsupervised
optimization techniques to solve the global and result-
ing QoS optimization problem will be considered and
studied, including nature-inspired algorithms, as well
as their compatibility with high mobility requirements
in 6G dense verticals.
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